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Abstract

Unlike more tradltlonal caches, Write-Only Disk
Caches require neither spatial nor temporal locahty
- and m fact, we do not assume any locahty properties m most of this paper Instead, WODCs use the
excess bandwidth during read operations to perform writes Since, m a tradltlonal UNIX1 system,
only 3% of disk bandwidth 1s used, there 1s bandwidth available to support write requests Hence,
write requests will be piggy-backed onto read requests, at little or no cost
Because WODC can perform updates m place,
and can mix reads and writes effectively, It IS efficient even under condltlons when log-based files
[OD89, FC87] are mappropnate, such as on lme
transaction processmg system (OLTP)
However, deferring disk accesses has rehablhty
lmphcatlons
If the system falls before the disk 1s
written, the file system can be left m an mconslstent state Hence, we assume that the disk cache 1s
protected against power failure by battery backup
In a future paper, we will discuss techniques which
are reliable even m the presence of faulty memory
system
It would seem that WODCs would not have a
large payoff for random accesses and reasonable
However, a typical disk has hunsized disks
dreds or thousands of blocks per cylinder
Smce
a random read requires a rotational latency of onehalf a track, one-half the blocks on a cylinder are
“passed” on a single read location If the cache size
1s m the order of l%, this means that on average a
few to tens of blocks can be written per read
In this paper we use slmulatlons and analysis to
measure and predict the performance of WODCs
We show the

With recent declines m the cost of semiconductor
memory and the mcreasmg need for high performance I/O disk systems, It makes sense to consider the design of large caches In this paper, we
consider the effect of caching writes We show that
cache sizes m the range of a few percent allow writes
to be performed at neghglble or no cost and mdependently of locahty conslderatlons
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Introduction

In this paper we examme Write-Only Disk Caches
(WODC), that 1s caches whose mam purpose 1s to
hold blocks to be written to disk Unlike tradltlonal caching which reduces the cost of reads, the
primary purpose of WODC IS to reduce the cost
of writes With sufficiently large caches, the CPU
never needs to wait until the disk block 1s wntten,
instead the block IS cached and then written asynchronously with the CPU process The asynchrony
enables writes to be logically performed with vlrtually no latency
More Importantly, the service
time for performmg physical writes can be reduced
by combmmg multiple disk accesses mto a single
access This IS m contrast to reads which should
be executed as soon as possible to reduce program
delays

1 cost of performing writes based on disk cache
size, read/write percentage and disk geometry,
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Table 1 Disk

the number of cylinders seeked We use the parameter values 5 0 ms for a and 0 5 ms for b suggested
m [BG88], which are typical of a large range of
SMD and SCSI disk drives
The rotational latency 1s the average time taken
for the requested data to be posltloned under the
read/write head The disk m our model makes 3600
revolutions per minute, hence full track rotational
latency IS the time for one disk rotation or 16 67
ms The average rotational latency 1s one half of
the time for a disk rotation or 8 33 ms
The transfer time 1s the time for the requested
data to be read from or written to the disk surface
In our slmulatlon, this 1s the same as the time for
the disk to move over the data area

Parameters

3 effect of purges on write service time, and
4 effect of WODCs on read response time
The rest of the paper 1sorgamzed as follows Sectlon 2 presents the slmulatlon model In Section 3
the results of our slmulatlon and analysis are given
Finally, our conclusions are presented m Section 4

2

The Simulation

2.2

Model

Disk Parameters

We summarize some of the disk parameters in
Table 1 The parameters m this table are typlcal
for a large range of large 5$ mch disk drives and
even older drives such as the FuJitsu Eagle Disk
access time consists of three primary components,
seek tame, rotataonal latency and transfer tame
The seek time 1s time required for the disk head
assembly to move to the appropriate cylinder that
holds the requested data In modern systems, disk
arm actuators have non-constant speed [STH83]
For voice cod actuators, the seek time 1s given by
a non-linear function
T(d) = a + b&

Parameters

The workload 1s characterized by the types of requests, their frequency and arrival pattern, and the
size of blocks to access I/O requests are externally
triggered and arrive at the scheduler m a FIFO order
The request characterlstlcs are based on the measurements carried out on the UNIX file system
[Ous85] and on the studies done m [RB89]
In
these studies, the I/O request arrival 1s assumed
to be a Poisson process
In the slmulatlon we
make the same Poisson assumption and specify the
mean time between arrivals to vary between 10 ms
and 100 ms Two classes of requests are serviced,
read and wrote requests, and representative mixes
of these requests are studled at 0% read, 10% read,
30% read, 50% read, 70% read and 100% read
Most
on-line
transaction
processing
(OLTP) systems use about same retrievals (reads)
as updates (writes) In UNIX systems, about twothirds of all I/O requests m computer systems mvolve reads while the remaining one-third involve
writes [NW088, 0~~851
As the disk caches become larger, reads are mcreasmgly satisfied by the cache, but for rehabdlty,
writes must be written through to disk Hence,
the trend 1s that disk traffic becomes mcreasmgly
write intensive, and m the extreme all disk traffic
becomes write traffic as m mam memory database
systems
The mltlal sets of requests used m the experiments are uniformly distributed over the number of tracks m the disk Later, we generalize to
non-uniformly distributed requests In particular,

Our mltlal model assumes a single recording surface
Although almost all disks have multiple
recording surfaces, the angle-surface model can
be used m two multi-surface disk cases
The
first 1s when all surfaces can be simultaneously
read/written, the second 1swhen the cache 1ssmall
enough that the probability of sector colhslon 1s
small
Subsequently, the single-surface model 1s generalized to a multiple-surface model, correspondmg
to current disks with large caches

2.1

Workload

(1)

where a 1s the mechanical setting time, b 1s a constant associated with the speed of the actuator and
the track density on the magnetic media and d 1s
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and can be overwritten without a need for an explicit purge operation
A purge writes out dirty
blocks, and hence converts them to clean blocks m
the cache
A read request can be satisfied from the cache
if the block 1s cache resident, d not, the block 1s
physically fetched from the disk However, m our
slmulatlon such blocks are not cached
If a disk access IS required to satisfy a read request, cache-resident dirty blocks m the Same cylmder as the read request are piggy-backed onto the
read request, adding little or no cost to the read
access and reducing the write cost to negligible
amounts
After the disk head has seeked to the
appropriate cylinder, it waits for the desired block
to be posltloned under the read/write head Durmg this rotational latency, some blocks may pass
under the read/wnte head before the desired block
1s properly posltloned If there are dirty blocks m
cache that map to the addresses of these blocks,
they can be written (pzggy-backed) during the rotational delay
Two piggy-back schemes were studied, zero-cost
An example 1s
and track-based piggy-backing
shown m Figure 2 The block requested 1s at B
Suppose that the disk head seeks to the appropnate track and lands at location A As the d14k rotates clockwise, during a complete revolution of the
disk starting at A, the disk blocks number 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5 are passed Assume blocks 1 - 5 are dirty
m cache In zero-cost piggy-back, the blocks at addresses 1 and 2 will be piggy-backed because they
can be written during the rotational latency from
A to B In track-based piggy-back, blocks 3, 4 and
5 will also be piggy-backed However, these incur
rotation costs after block A 1s read
Many purge selection schemes such as least recently used (LRU), have been described m the hterature However, smce we assume no locality, we
selected a replacement algorithm that will yield the
mmlmum write cost per block As an approxlmatlon, the track with the maxlmumnumber
of blocks
m cache 1s always purged and all cache blocks that
map to this track are written out to disk This
amortizes the seek and rotation costs over the number of blocks written
Read piggy-backing 1s one
way of performing writes - the other way 1s purg1w
When blocks are written out to disk, the blocks
are marked clean, but the cache spaces are not freed
up By leaving them m the cache, they can satisfy

I
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Requests
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Figure 1 I/O

System

Model

to measure locality effects, we simulate a scenario
where 80% of the requests are from 20% of the disk
tracks
In each run of the experiment 200,000 requests
are serviced and steady state operation 1ssimulated
by discarding data for the first 20,000 requests m
each run

2.3

System

Model

The I/O system 1s modeled as a single-queue,
single-server queuing system with an events scheduler as shown m Figure 1 The system contams a
mam memory disk cache If possible the request
1s satisfied from the disk cache If not, the request
may be forwarded to the disk The disk controller
keeps status mformatlon on the disk and carries
out the disk scheduling algorithm
2 3.1

Caching

Parameters

The caching scheme 1s characterized by the cache
size expressed as a fraction of the disk capacity For
example, a 1% cache for a 300 megabyte disk means
a 3 megabyte cache Since we assume disk block
access 1s random and independent of block size,
block size 1s independent variable for purposes of
this study, but would be an important factor when
consldermg accesses with a sequential component
2 3 2

The

Scheduling

Algorithms

A write request logically writes the disk but physltally the write 1sdeferred If the block 1s m cache it
IS updated - the previously deferred write 1s overwritten and hence ehmmated Otherwise a cache
entry 1s created for the block, either by recycling a
clean block or if necessary, purging A clean block
m the cache 1s one that has been written to disk
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Results

Two of the primary metrics for evaluating the lmpact of write-only disk cache m system performance
are the service time of write requests and response
time of read requests The extent of the effects depends on a number of the slmulatlon parameters
l

the piggy-back scheme m effect,

l

the mixture of read and write requests,

l

the arrival rate of requests,

l

the number of blocks per track, and

l

the cache size

service
time
read/30%
write,

Write

Service

vs relative
cache
30 arrivals/set)

Time

In this amulatlon, only write requests are cached
(although both reads and writes can be satisfied by
the cache) In real systems, cached entries would
include both read and write requests, but since we
assumed no locality, caching reads would have httle effect and so was not modeled However, given
an appropriate locality model for reads, the formulas derived here can be used to statically or dynamically partition the cache mto read and write
sections In Section 3 2 we show how the average
response time of reads will be affected when read
operations are introduced
In figure 3 the average write service time 1s plotted as a function of the cache size for two different
block sizes The solid lme curves represent values
for track-based piggy-backmg while the dashed hne
curves represent values for zero-cost piggy-backmg
The curves with “+” represent values obtained
with 10 blocks per track The other curves represent values for 80 blocks per track
Two trends are obvious from the graphs

read requests before being overwritten thereby lmproving the cache hit ratio for reads
Studies for UNIX system [Ous85, OD89, Sat811
indicate that over 40% of all newly created files
are deleted wlthm 30 seconds of creation
Smce
blocks tend to stay m the cache for a long period
of time, many blocks would be deleted Because we
do not consider this effect, WODC would be even
more effective than shown here smce this effect will
reduce the number of writes

3

3

%cache-size

B
t Block

Figure 2 Sample

2

l

l

Track-based piggy-backing 1s more effective at
As the cache size 1s msmall cache azes
creased, the extra half rotation of track-based
piggy-backing becomes an overhead
The larger the number of blocks per track, the
greater the reduction m average write service
time

Although
purges may be performed asynchronously during otherwise idle time for the disk,
write service time 1s used to compute the amount
of disk bandwldth necessary for writes Read response time, on the other hand, does include time
for the purges to complete If purges can be com-

Piggy-backing provides locality for writes
A
number of blocks are wrltten together and the
cost amortized over the blocks wrltten
We shall
show condltlons under which each of the two plggybacking schemes 1s more effective than the other
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pleted m the background, then read response time
1snot affected at all by zero cost plggybackmg, and
only a small amount by full track piggybacking
We shall show that under certain mixes of system
and disk parameters, with zero-cost piggy-backmg,
write operations can be performed at no cost and
without the need to ever perform a purge operation Assuming a uniform dlstrlbutlon of requests,
we derive simple analytic models m terms of these
parameters to show how the zero-cost writes can
be achieved
We define the followmg
rotation

Table 2 Some
for

zero-cost
= 8 33 ms,

time of disk,

l

t

l

5 average rotational

l

b number of blocks per cylinder,

l

c ratio of cache size to disk size,

l

r read ratio,

l

w write ratio,

b = 80)

fixed
read ratzo %r
10
30
50
70
90

latency of disk,

Table 3 Some
for

zero-cost
= 8 33 ms,

where (0 2 r, 20,c 5 1)
At steady state, when all writes are plggybacked, the number of wrates per read can be given
as
w
i
-=xbxc
(2)
r
t
where f/t 1s the average proportion of blocks m a
track that pass under the read/wnte head during
the rotational latency each time there 1s a disk access This 1s the proportion of blocks m a track
that can be written at no cost durmg every read
request that reqmres a disk access The product
bc 1s the expected number of blocks per track that
1s cache resident at any time The terms on the
right hand side of equation (2) represent the number of cache blocks written per read request, those
on the left the expected number of blocks passed
over performing a read
If we let f/t = k, we can rewrite equation (2) as

and

P

(t

simulation
values
= 16.67 ms, t

cache sate (%c)
analytzc samulatron
value
value
22 50
25 00
5 83
7 00
2 50
3 00
1 07
1 50
0 00
0 50

model
and
piggy-backing

simulation
values
(t = 16 67 ms, f

b = 80)

l-r
C=-iG-

(5)

In equation (4) it 1s assumed that the system characterlstlcs m terms of the disk parameters (t, f, and
b) and the relative cache size (c) are known It 1s
then easy using the equation to design a proper
work load m terms of the read/write ratio (r, w)
that will guarantee that all write blocks are written
at no cost (zero-cost piggy-backed)
From equation (5) we can determme the relative
cache size (c) that will guarantee a zero-cost plggybacking operation assuming we know our work load
characterlstlcs m terms of the read/write ratio (r,
w) and the disk parameters (t, f, and b)
In table 2 we tabulate some values to show the
analytic and slmulatlon values of read ratio that
guarantee zero-cost piggy-backing for a given cache
size As an example, m the first row of the table, with a 1% cache, the analytic model forecasts
a 71 43% read ratio to achieve zero-cost plggybacking while we obtain 75% by slmulatlon
The
values m table 3 can be analogously described In
the first row of the table, we obtain analytically
that a 22 5% cache 1s required for zero-cost plggybacking for a 10% read ratio, while we obtain a 25%

W

-=kxbxc

model
and
piggy-backmg

(3)

where k = 1 for track-based piggy-backing and k =
0 5 for zero-cost piggy-backing
Rewrltmg w as 1 r and rearrangmg terms, equations can be derived
from equation (3) either m terms of the read ratio
or cache size,
1
(4)
r=l+
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relatave
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%cache-size
Figure 4 %cache
trk
(zero-cost
write)

size vs blks
piggy-back,

Table 4 Some
(b = 80)

per prg/blks
per
0% read/loo%

b number of blocks per track,

l

6 average number of blocks per purge,

l

c relative cache size,

”

b

and

slmulatlon

values

1 ;kbc’

w = rkbc + wprg

(8)
(9)

where rkbc 1s the number of piggy-backed writes
and wprg the number of purge writes Rewriting
w as 1 - r, and rearranging terms, we obtain the
proportion of purge writes to the total writes, p

p=109Ts.= 1 - r - rkbc

(6)

W

l-r

(10)

We derive the average cost for performmg write
operations m write-only disk cache systems The
average cost of a write operation 1s the sum of
the weighted average cost of a piggy-backed write
and the weighted average cost of a purge write
The weights are based on the relative proportion
of writes that are purge writes and those that are
piggy-backed writes
The cost of a purge operation 1s the sum of
the average seek time and the transfer time We

Substltutmg for 5, b and c, we derive two equations
to solve for the slope m and intercept h
Observe from the curves that as the relative
cache size tends to zero, the average number of
blocks per purge (a) tends to one In other words,
with no cache we need to perform a purge operation for every write Therefore, smce h = b/b, as
C-+0

?I = 2cb + 1

average

blks-prg
2 48
4 13
5 67
7 25
8 79

then the total number of writes w 1s given by

then the general model for the curves becomes

5
-=mc+h

model

samulataon
data

Equation (7) was derived assuming an all write environment
However, as reads are introduced, the
estimate becomes conservative since more blocks
are written per purge operation further reducing
the cost per write
If2cb << 1, 8 M 1, but If 2cb >> 1, then b NN2cb
In table 4 we show how the values of the average
number of blocks per purge (av-blks-prg) obtamed
from equation 7 compare with the correspondmg
slmulatlon values for various cache sizes
Consider the case when all blocks m the cache
are dirty and there 1s need for an explicit purge
operation
In other words, this 1s the case when
all blocks are not piggy-backed From equation (4)
this 1s when
1

cache value by slmulatlon The other values m the
tables compare very strongly with their slmulatlon
counterparts
(The slight fluctuations are due to
the fact that we are usmg expected values)
The average number of blocks purged per purge
operation with respect to the cache size 1sshown m
figure 4 The average number of blocks per purge
shown on the y axis IS normahzed with respect to
the number of blocks per track The relative cache
size 1s given on the x axis
Two points should be noted from figure 4 The
first 1s the linear nature of the curves, and the second IS the fact that all the curves have approxlmately the same slope We can therefore model the
curves using a straight line, at least for the range of
cache sizes between 1 and 10 percent If we define
l

equatzon
data
average
blks-prg
2 60
4 20
5 80
7 40
9 00

(7)
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% read
0

% cache
1
l(
21
51
10
18 76 I 9 38 I 3 75 I 187

Table 5 Average
back,

write

cost

(zero-cost

disk cache derived from equations 13 and 14 We
have shown 0% reads to show the effect of pure
purging Since the number of blocks per purge 1s
linear with the cache size, the cost for even 0%
reads decreases as the cache size approaches 10%
As the number of reads mcreases, the effect of piggy
backing plays a larger role For example, with a 1%
cache and 70% reads, almost 94% of the writes are
piggy backed These numbers agree very strongly
with slmulatlon data
This means that

plggy-

80 blks/trk)

l

assume that wrltmg starts lmmedlately the disk
seeks to the correct track (all the track blocks are
purged), hence no rotational latency 1s Incurred
This 1s given as (s + t) ms, where s 1s the average
seek time of the disk and i 1s the time for a complete rotation If we assume from equation (7) that
the average number of blocks per purge operation
1s 2cb, then the average cost of purgmg a block 1s

l

3.2

(12)
since k = 1 for track-based piggy-backing and i 1s
the time for one-half disk rotation
For zero-cost
piggy-backmg, the average cost of a piggy-backed
write is zero
As before, let p represent the proportion of total
writes that are purges and (1 - p) be piggy-backed
writes (refer equation 10 for the value of p), then
the average cost of a write m the track-based plggybackmg scheme 1s given by

For zero-cost piggy-backing,
a write 1s given by

at high read ratios, cache size dramatically effects piggy-backing and purges are unnecessary

Read Response

Time

As the percentage of read requests increases the
read response time increases This 1s because less
writes are cached resulting m less requests being
satisfied from the cache In the hmltmg case of
100% reads, every request causes a disk access (recall that only write blocks are cached)
Conversely, an increase m the number of blocks
per track, causes the response time of reads to decrease The increase m the number of blocks per
track causes an increase m the cache hit ratio for
reads and hence less read requests require a disk
access
The arrival rate of requests and the cache size
have related impacts on the average response time
of read requests We found that holding certain
parameters constant, there exists an arrival rate of
requests below which using a cache of a certain size
adversely affects system performance
From figure 5 we observe that if the arrival rate
of requests 1s below about 28 arrivals per second,
mtroducmg a 1% cache produces a read response
time that 1s worse than when no cache 1s used It
1s also observed that this behavior 1s independent
of the piggy-backing scheme m effect
The piggy-back scheme impacts on the average
response time of read requests the same way it does
on the average service time of write requests (refer
figure 3) With a small cache, track-based plggybacking 1s more attractive than zero-cost plggybacking, but as the cache becomes larger, zero-

Track-based piggy-backing adds to the cost for
doing a read half disk rotation From equation (3)
the average number of piggy-backed blocks per read
1s given as krbc, hence the average cost of a piggybacked write m track-based piggy-backing can be
given as

s+t
P( 2cb > +(1-d&

at low read rates, cache size dramatically mcreases the effects of purges, but has little effect on piggy-backing, and

(13)

the average cost of

In table 5 we show the average write cost for
some read/write mix and cache size for write-only
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2% cache
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Table 7 Effect

20

0

zero-cost
I
r-res (ms) 1 w-svc (ms) 1 b-prg
37 46 1
21 94 1
0
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cost
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of Piggy-back

Scheme
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arrivals per second
Figure 5 Average
quest
back,

read response
time
arrivals
per second
(zero-cost
30% read, 80 blks/trk)

0

2

4

6

8

cost piggy-backing outperforms track-based plggybacking (refer figure 6) In table 6 the data of figure 6 1srepeated m tabular form for the track-based
scheme, and m table 7 the same data 1srepeated for
the zero-cost scheme In both tables, we also show
data for the average service time of write requests
(w-svct) and number of blocks purged (b-prg) durmg a particular run of the experiment for a given
cache size Average read response times are given
under the heading r-res
When the cache 1s small, we observe that m
the zero-cost scheme more time IS spent freeing
up cache space m purge operations than m the
track-based scheme For example, m the zero-cost
scheme about 25% more blocks are purged than m
the track-based scheme when 1% cache 1sused Although, pending read requests are delayed by the
rotatlonal delay incurred m track-based piggy-back
scheme, our experiments show that when the cache
1s small, the cost associated with this delay 1s still
smaller than the seek and rotation costs that are
incurred by the extra purge operations m zero-cost
piggy-backing
This behavior 1s clearly illustrated
m tables 6 and 7 by the entries associated with a
1% cache
The relative performance of the two piggy-back
schemes 1sclearly a function of the cache size With
a small cache the track-based scheme outperforms
the zero-cost scheme For example, with a small
cache of about l%, the average read response time
for the track-based scheme 1s about 6 5% less than
the correspondmg value m the zero-cost scheme,
showmg the track-based scheme as the preferred
method with a small cache However, with 10%
cache, the track-based value 1s now about 3 3%
more than the correspondmg zero-cost value The
same trend IS also observed with the write service
time
Zero-cost scheme 1sclearly a better scheme when

vs replggy-

10

%-cache size
Figure 6 Average
ative
cache
blks/trk)

size

read
(30%

response
time vs relread,
30 arr/sec,
80

track-based
r-res /ms j I w-svc lms)

37

31
26
24
24
Table 6 Effect
based

32
68
88
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of Piggy-back

1
6-v-g
0
36991
18520
0
0

Scheme

1

(track-
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10

a large cache 1s used since all blocks are wrltten
on the zero cost part of disk rotation and there 1s
hardly ever a need for a purge operation
3.3

Non-uniform
quests

distribution

P’ggY 8
backed
blocks 4
per read
t
1

of re-

The experiments were repeated with a skewed dlstrlbutlon of requests The requests were generated
such that 80% of the requests were serviced from
20% of the disk tracks The results from this set
of experiments did not vary slgmficantly from the
uniformly distributed requests
This was surprlsmg, but easily explained
Imtlally, each purge contained a larger set of blocks
as blocks accumulated faster on the most heavily
used tracks However, as the slmulatlon contmued,
less used tracks would slow accumulate the same
number of blocks as heavily used sectors, since the
reduced writes were exactly compensated for by the
reduced reads The result 1s that the blocks on the
lightly used cylinders were older, but no less numerous, than those on the more heavily used sectors

3.4

Multi-surface

10% cache

number of disk surfaces
Figure 7 Average
no of piggy-backed
per read vs number
of disk surfaces
zero-cost
piggy-back,
read, 30 arr/sec,
blks/cyl,
uniform
distribution)

blocks
(10%
240

Hence, for multi-surface disks with small caches,
all of the results m the previous section hold, except
that transfer time (for the read) 1s larger Hence
a 10 block/track disk with 20 recording surfaces
can be modeled as a 200 block/track disk with one
recording surface
This means that for small size cache and a fixed
number of blocks per track

Disks

l

Our basic disk model 1s a single track, single surface disk system In this section multi-surface disk
results are given, where only one read/write head
is active at a time
Because of this constramt, interference exists
when multiple blocks m the same sector of a cylmder are to be piggy-backed or purged In figure 7,
piggy-backing effectiveness 1s shown with a fixed
number of blocks/cylmder but a variable number
of surfaces
For small caches, the number of piggy-backed
blocks 1s independent of the number of read/write
heads This 1sunderstandable since the small cache
can only contam a very few number of blocks, and
hence there 1s little interference
The size of the
cache becomes the hmltmg factor m this sltuatlon
and not the number of read/wnte heads available
for data transfer
As the cache becomes larger (5% and lo%),
some improvements m the number of piggy-backed
blocks are observed with fewer surfaces
For a
10% cache with all read write heads operational,
about 8 15 blocks are piggy-backed per read request
as against 4 28 blocks piggy-backed when only a
read/write head 1s operational m a 20 surface disk

l

4

number of piggy-backed requests grows lmearly with the number of surfaces, or
size of cache decreases m proportion
number of surfaces

to the

Conclusion

We have described zero-cost and track-based piggybackmg, and have shown slmulatlon results and
analytical formulas of the cost of performing these
algorithms
These techmques are shown to be effective methods of mcreasmg disk bandwidth
The general effects of disk caching and plggybacking can be summarized as follows
1 Write operations may be performed at no cost
2 With zero-cost piggy-backing, writes may be
mm-able and can be performed lazaly
3 Purge operations never need to be performed
if read rates are sufficiently high
4 Purge operations which are performed substantlally reduce write costs m proportion to
cache size
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5 Disk traffic can be reduced to that required
for reads With caching, disk utlhzatlon goes
down as operations satisfied by the cache are
never forwarded to disk

[Sat811

M Satyanarayanan
A Study of File
Sizes and Functional Lifetimes In Proceedangs Eaght Symposaum on Operatang
Systems Prancaples, pages 96-108, Dee
1981

[STH83]

R A Scranton, D A Thompson, and
The Access Time
D W Hunter
Myth IBM Techmcal Report RC 10197
(#45223), Sep 1983

6 Effectiveness IS independent of locality effects
The techniques described here are also mdependent, and hence can be combined with read caches
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